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The article deals with the significant period in the development of the modern Maori culture within the framework of the study 
of the English-language literatures of the former British colonies. The representatives of the literature of this period, known  
as the Maori renaissance, have changed the idea about the Maori, the indigenous people of New Zealand, not only in the home-
land but also all over the world. The author reviews the creativity of the Maori writers, and identifies the points of contact in the ar-
tistic method and the subjects of the plotline which make it possible to identify the distinctive features of the cultural phenomenon 
and its representation in the literature. The main attention is paid to the post-colonial basis in the works of the studied authors. 
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Представление литературных обоснований и выражение культуры в устных созданиях повлияли не только 
на увеличении поэтических значений и национальных особенностей, но и на обогащение разных форм в струк-
туре поэмы. Произошли изменения в жанровой структуре и системе легенд. В статье рассматриваются 
особенности включения легенд в структуру литературы, воспроизведение новых поэм, выяснения психоло-
гических размышлений и философских раздумий. 
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NATIONAL LEGENDS AND UZBEK EPIC POEMS 

 
In the second half of the XX century the Uzbek epic poetry began to change in its subject and composition. 

The introduction of literary reason and expressing culture in the oral creations was the cause of not only increasing 
the poetic meaning and national features, but also the diversity of style in a poem structure. For example, there ap-
peared some changes in the genre structure and system of legends because of their absorbing into the structure 
of lyric and lyric-epic poems. This was a reason of new types of poems’ appearance. The poems written in the base 
of legends have their own place in the creations of Mirmuhsin, E. Vahidov, A. Aripov, Kh. Davran, U. Kuchkar, 
K. Rahimbaeva. The poems like “Shirok”, “The Strike of Ghosts (Руҳлар исёни)”, “The Doctor and the Death 
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(Ҳаким ва ажал)”, “Seven Legends About Homeland (Ватан ҳақида етти ривоят)”, “The End of Winter 
(Қишнинг охирлари)” can prove our thoughts. 

The poems created on the base of legends can be characterized in the following way in Uzbek epic poetry:  
1. The poems created on the base of legend subject. 2. The poems which have the legends compositional function. 
3. The poems in which the legend is used as psychological stylistic device. 

The subject and the personages of a legend are moved to the written literature in the poems created on the base 
of legend subject. 

Shirok is one of the sentimental examples, personages among literature heroes who sacrificed his life for his na-
tive land. That’s why legend always inspired the creators. His inimitable heroism and brevity made the writers  
of the XX century write many works devoted to him. These features are found their reflection in many creative 
works of the Uzbek epic poetry. Mirmuhsin’s “Shirok (Широқ)”, Usman Kuchkar’s “Shirok (Широқ)” poems are 
the proof to our opinions. 

Mirmuhsin paid much attention to the historical consistency, to reflect the realistic features of life in the poem. 
Even the poems “Shiroq” written by Mirmuhsin and by Usman Kuchkar differ in their structure, measure, the line 
of personages, literary style and language; they are the same according to the idea, and the creation on the base sub-
ject of national legend. The both works can be included to the base created on legends’ subject. 

The main idea of the poem “Shirok” by Mirmuhsin is to show the deep, endless love and devotedness  
to the homeland and to people [4, б. 345]. The line of personages of the legends “Shirok” and “Tumaris” are included 
in this work. They are Shirok, Tumaris, the heads of the tribes Saxfar, Omarg, Rustak, Doro, his colonel Ranosbat. 
In creating the historical characters the poet widely used the literary composition not avoiding the history, the his-
torical facts. It is concretely shown in the drawings of heroes’ portraits. But, beginning from Shirok’s sword which 
had a lion shape up to his never being defeated, his being like an eagle on the horse, his sharp shoot of arrow, never 
let the wolves approach the herd, his being a professional hunter, and at last his appearance: his profound look, 
strong and solid body show the poet’s deep love to his creating personage. This shows that the personages of leg-
ends can have new characteristics thanks to reproducing them in the poetry. 

The personages of aksakals (leaders) Saxfar, Omiris, Rustak have their own place in the poem. In spite of the na-
tional legend subject they have more acts in the poem “Shirok”. More of it the poet changed Omarg’s name to Omiris. 
The names Saxfar and Rustak are in their origin. 

Mirmuhsin, using the literary composition, introduced personages of Shirok’s children into the poem, individual-
lized them and gave each of them a separate meaning. 

So, the poet reproduced the subject of a legend in a literary way, and represented it to the reader in the shape  
of a book. As the Russian literary critic M. Chislov wrote, poem represents the amalgamated features of lyrics, epos, 
and playwriting [6, с. 71]. It shows that poem gives the great opportunities to the poet to express the reality. That’s why 
the events in the poem find their more wide description, reflection in details, they have a wide description of personages. 

We can make the following conclusions according to the analysis of “Shirok” poem: 1. There was the usage 
of legend personages. 2. The subject of legend is absorbed to the structure of a poem. 3. The complete correspondence 
of reality and literary composition. 

Abdulla Aripov’s poem “The Doctor and the Death” is also built on the base of a legend [5, б. 371-389]. There 
created one poem of complete structure according the three legends about Avicenna. 

For example, the national legend “Avicenna and books” is about the Bukhara khan’s falling ill and Avicenna’s 
treating him [1, б. 102-106]. A. Aripov paid attention to two features of that legend: 1. Avicenna’s arrival to Bukha-
ra to cure khan. 2. The burning of Avicenna’s library by his enemies. The poet literary reproduced the material 
of legend and enriched its meaning. The scenes of Avicenna’s treating the princess, his stay at the castle as a doctor, 
his earning the right of using castle library are described in realistic situations. 

The situations of Avicenna’s curing the daughter of Iran shah are described in the legend “The Poison” 
[Ibidem, б. 109-112]. A. Aripov creatively used the motive of Avicenna’s treating the princess – daughter of Iran shah. 
The princess is as a daughter of Bukhara shah in the poem. 

The legend “Avicenna and the herbs” tells about the flammable flower and its specific features. A. Aripov very 
effectively used the meaning of this legend also. This can be proved in the episodes where Avicenna found a treat-
ment to death. The historical sources and legends completely prove that Avicenna was eager to find a cure to death. 
The above mentioned legend shows these two features also: these features are Avicenna’s making a living medicine 
with the help of flammable flower and snake’s poison and the other doctors’ envious glance at him. A. Aripov 
stressed these features in the poem, literary reproduced the material of the poem and represented as a poem to his 
readers. The personage of a shepherd in the legend found its reflection in the personage of Mirzo in the poem.  
It is right that the shepherd in the legend is kind, but Mirzo in the poem is envious. The poet absorbed such features 
as the doctors’ envy and the shepherd’s return Avicenna to life in the personage of Mirzo. 

In common, the lyric-epic poems’ place was widened thanks to the “the poem which had an aim of creating 
the personage of a great doctor and scientist-encyclopedist perfectly classifies the central permanent themes of the art – 
the meaning of life and eternity, the fight between the kindliness and envy” (D. Begimqulov) [2, б. 415]. A. Aripov cre-
ated a new type poem with a complete subject on the base of several national legends’ subjects and historical sources. 

In the poem “Strike of Ghosts” E. Vahidov used some styles to show his readers the fate of his main hero Nazrul 
Islom [3]. One of them is to absorb legends into the creation’s context. The literary critic Sh. Hasanov said: “If a me-
taphorical thinking dominates in the lyric poems, the influence of folklore becomes noticeable in the dramatic and 
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lyric-epic poems. The legends in the poem “Strike of Ghosts” can easily prove our thoughts. All legends in the poem 
are the pearls of the Eastern classic folklore. The classical features of these legends are not important. The main fea-
ture of it is the absorbing of legends into the context, meaning of the poem. The use of realistic and romantic de-
scriptions’ style in the modern epic poetry proves the future development of that genre” [7, б. 36]. The legends  
“The Legend about Cruelty”, “The Legend about Eternity”, “The Legend about devotedness”, “The Legend about 
Shohjahon and Avrangzeb” found their place in the structure of a poem and became the device of main hero’s 
psychology description in the work. That’s why the work can be included to the line of poems which have  
the function of psychological description. Bengali revolutionary poet Nazrul Islom’s struggle for his people’s 
independence and freedom, his feelings, thoughts and psychological sensations are deepened thanks to the legends. 
Each of them served as a main device in the opening the leading characteristic features of Nazrul Islom. 

At the very beginning of a work the poet gives “The legend About Eternity”. They say there is a water of life and 
a man who drinks it will live forever. The legend mainly consists of this situation. The passenger who became 
thirsty in the desert as well as the old man who has been suffering whole his life as he has drunk the water is de-
scribed in the legend. 

“The Strike of Ghosts” is not a poem of a one subject line. But there is a look at Nazrul Islom’s life time by time 
and place by place. Nazrul Islom born in a very revolutionary time wanted to be a support, survivor of his people. 
Chronological time and the plot of events don’t play the main role in the work. But the historical features are noticed 
in it. This feature brings the feature of necessity of historical legends. In the result of it E. Vahidov turned his atten-
tion to the national legends. He gives “The legend about Devotedness” to suit the lyric description with the epic one 
and to draw the real description of a main hero’s psychological condition description. In ancient India it was 
a custom to bury the wife if her husband dies. The legend tells this event. The brevity of one fellow who was going 
to the war and his strike against this custom which was in Indian history for many centuries is described in the leg-
end. Because he directly said to the king that if he died in the war he’d like to be buried with his weapons instead 
of his wife. Since that period this custom was escaped from Indian traditions. So thanks to brevity, dare and devo-
tedness of one fellow Indian people got rid of one old cruel custom. Nazrul Islom who wanted to see India 
independent and free was the first who tried to tear the chains from the neck of his country. So the similarity be-
tween the fellow from the legend heroes and Nazrul Islom has come exactly from this feature.  

The strike in Calcutta in 1926 and Nazrul Islom’s part in it is given in the style of epic composition. In the con-
nection with the meaning of this historical event the poet introduced “The Legend about Cruelty” to the work.  
This legend tells about the destiny of one old doctor who treated people with the herbs and became famous among 
the people. The legend is very touching thanks to the episodes where the ignorant people burn the doctor in the fire 
and the old man who became able to see thanks to that doctor threw the firewood into the fire. The reason 
of doctor’s bitter destiny is cruelty and ignorance. The destiny of Nazrul Islom and the doctor are close to each oth-
er. Because Nazrul Islom was also imprisoned by people. The thoughts and psychological sufferings of Nazrul Islom 
to serve clearly describe his strike against injustice. 

The hero of “The Legend about Shohjahon and Avrangzeb” Shohjahon is close to Nazrul Islom spiritually and 
psychologically. Insulted by his son Shohjahon watches the world and “Tajmahal” through the little window of his 
house and thanked god even for this. Nazrul Islom imprisoned by people – by ignorant people also watches  
the world through the little window of prison. So, Shohjahon and Nazrul Islom are owners of the same spiritual and 
psychological features. 

It is observed that in the poem analysed above each legend has its own literary function in the poem which differ 
in nature and don’t repeat each other. These features are seen in the followings: 

1.  The subjects of legends are absorbed in the literary structure of Mirmuhsin’s “Shirok” and A. Aripov’s “The doctor 
and the death”. In the result of it the epical features of the legends are increased in the poem and suited with the deep 
lyrics. It is correct that in “Shirok” Mirmuhsin made a poem from legend without additions. But this feature is unno-
ticeable in many points of the work (like Shirok’s brevity and description of his family). 

2.  A. Aripov literary reproduced some suitable features of several legends about Avicenna and created a poem 
of one complete subject. The legends are so absorbed into the poem “The doctor and the Death” that the reader can 
not differentiate it from reality. 

3. There are four legends in the literary structure of Erkin Vahidov’s poem “The Strike of Ghosts”. This created 
the new styles of composition in the genre structure. They all have the separate symbolic significant meaning. 
The legends serve to clear the psychological thoughts of Nazrul Islom, to strengthen the philosophical meaning 
of the work. In this way the poet was able to introduce his hero to the reader. At the same time the legends had a his-
torical character and that’s why suited the whole meaning of a poem. By it the poet stressed that the poem was historical. 

4.  The introducing of national legends into the structure of epic poems is the complete literary case in the se-
cond half of the XX century of Uzbek epic poetry. It proves that our poets have wide knowledge about our national 
heritage, oral folklore genres, and especially legends. 

5.  The poems created on the base of national legends widened the chances of epic description. 
It is clear that every legend in the poems has its ideological literary conception. The main is that they are subor-

dinated to the poem genre demands and made in a poetic form. So the poets were able to express the poetic idea 
more sentimentally and to show the structure more clearly. It is important that the national legends served to enrich 
the literary features of the poem. It is characterized as a leading tendency in the Uzbek epic poetry of the second half 
of the XX century. By that time they are estimated as the product of genre stylistic researches of our poets, creators. 
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The introduction of literary reasons and expressing culture in the oral creations was the cause of not only increasing the poetic 
meaning and national features, but also the diversity of style in a poem structure. There appeared some changes in the genre 
structure and system of legends. Features of absorbing legends into the literary structure, reproducing them and creating a poem 
of one subject, clarification of psychological thoughts and strengthening the philosophical meaning are studied in this article. 
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inimitable heroism; the amalgamated features; a metaphorical thinking. 
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УДК 81'36 
Филологические науки 
 
Статья посвящена изучению реализации семантики предшествования средствами зависимого таксиса на ма-
териале современного английского языка. Авторы дают определение зависимого таксиса и выделяют его цен-
тральные и периферийные компоненты. Значимость работы заключается в том, что в результате проведен-
ного исследования сформированы когнитивно-функциональные модели зависимого таксиса и проанализировано 
функционирование их релевантных компонентов в процессе реализации семантики предшествования. 
 
Ключевые слова и фразы: зависимый таксис; семантическая функция; когнитивно-функциональная модель; 
предшествование; перфектная форма; неперфектная форма; аспектуальная семантика глагола; временнóе 
выражение. 
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ВЫРАЖЕНИЕ ТАКСИСНОЙ СЕМАНТИКИ ПРЕДШЕСТВОВАНИЯ  

СРЕДСТВАМИ ЗАВИСИМОГО ТАКСИСА© 
 

Цель данной статьи – проанализировать действие центральных и периферийных компонентов зависимого 
таксиса в реализации семантики предшествования. 

Поставленная цель предусматривает решение следующих конкретных задач: 1) описание функций зависи-
мого и независимого таксиса; 2) выявление центральных и периферийных компонентов зависимого таксиса; 
3) формирование общей когнитивно-функциональной таксисной модели (КФМ), реализующей таксисные се-
мантические функции; 4) выделение на основе общей КФМ частных КФМ, служащих для выражения предше-
ствования в рамках зависимого таксиса; 5) анализ функционирования компонентов частных КФМ в процессе 
реализации семантики предшествования. 

Материалом для исследования послужили около 10000 примеров, полученных методом сплошной вы-
борки из произведений британских и американских авторов конца XX – начала XXI в. Общий корпус иссле-
дованного материала составил 1200 страниц. 

Мы рассматриваем таксис как функционально-семантическую категорию (ФСК), охватывающую раз-
личные средства выражения хронологических отношений между двумя и более событиями в рамках единого 
временнóго периода. 
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